The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation - Grants (March 2015 round)
Number

Amount

Daiwa Foundation Awards

8

£58,000

Daiwa Foundation Small
Grants

25

£74,000

Total

33

£132,000

Ref

Applicant

Project

Award

A two-week visit by four students and two staff from University of the Arts
London to run a series of workshops in Tohoku, culminating in a five-day
festival, in order to provide a space and reason for the community to come
together and focus on how to re-build life, August 2015.

£7,000

Support for a one month visit to Tokyo and Takamatsu by six Central Saint
Martins postgraduate Fine Art students collaborating with Tokyo University of
the Arts students in fabricating and installing an exhibition at Ritsurin Garden
in Takamatsu, leading to further collaboration, October 2015.

£8,000

Support for a visit to Japan by ten students from the Teenage History Club to
further develop cultural and education exchanges between Nagawa-machi,
Nagano and Thetford, Norfolk, August 2015.

£8,000

Support for reciprocal UK-Japan visits by academics in teacher education,
focusing specifically on the nature of mentoring in different models of teacher
education and highlighting examples of best practice, 2016 to 2017.

£7,000

Support for visits to Japan by members of the Royal Academy of Music
including the principal, professors and a postgraduate to strengthen links with
Japanese music conservatoires and colleges to further collaboration in music
education and culture, June 2015 to January 2016.

£7,000

Support for visits to Japan by four academics from the Royal College of Art
collaborating with Tokyo University of the Arts and Kyoto City University of the
Arts to produce a collaborative graphic novel prototype, informed by
presentations, workshops and three performance lectures, November 2015
onwards.

£7,000

UK-Japan visits by researchers furthering their understanding of bacterial
infection, accelerated aging & neurodegeneration, and who are participating in
conferences to share this information with the UK & Japanese scientific
community, November 2015 onwards.

£7,000

Support for reciprocal UK-Japan visits by researchers from Strathclyde and
Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology who are collaborating
on research into the impact of delivering public services through self-service
technologies on disconnected sectors of the population, August 2015
onwards.

£7,000

Daiwa Foundation Awards

6522/11581

9592/11557

10849/11589

10822/11562

478/11627

6655/11495

9714/11536

10497/11470

Camberwell, Chelsea,
Wimbledon College of
Arts, University of the
Arts London
Project Partners:
Future-Labo Tohoku
NPO Kamaishi Link
Central Saint Martins
School of Art and
Design, University of the
Arts London
Project Partner:
Tokyo University of the
Arts
Norfolk Museums
Service
Project Partners:
Hoshikuso no sato
Takayama Obsidian
Museum,
Sainsbury Institute for
the Study of Japanese
Arts and Cultures
Oxford Brookes
University, School of
Education
Project Partner:
Kyoto University of
Education
Royal Academy of
Music
Project Partners:
Tokyo University of the
Arts
Toho Gakuen School of
Music
Royal College of Art
Project Partners:
Tokyo University of the
Arts
Kyoto City University of
the Arts
University of
Southampton
Project Partner:
Kyushu University,
Department of Aging
Science and
Pharmacology
University of
Strathclyde, Department
of Marketing
Project Partner:
Japan Advanced
Institute of Science and
Technology

Daiwa Foundation Small Grants

A visit to Edinburgh by artist Takashi Arai to take part in the Actinic exhibition
and associated workshops and lectures, coinciding with the Institute of
Photography Scotland's Season of Photography and resulting in further links,
26 June to 26 July 2015.

£2,000

Support for a two-week visit to Japan by two artists working with Osugi
Musical Theatre, Komatsu in developing an artistic work illuminating the links
between the UK and Japan, focusing on the Japanese people who lived,
worked and died in Newcastle, July 2015.

£3,000

Barrowland Ballet

Support for Barrowland Ballet's producer to attend the International Theatre
Festival Okinawa for Young Audiences to discuss future plans for touring
Japan with an outreach programme to complement 'Tiger Tale' which is being
performed in Japan this year, August 2015.

£2,000

Brooker, Mr Graeme

A visit to Japan by Graeme Brooker to document the Inujima Art Project
(Inland Sea) & House Surgery (Takarazuka) and compare these initiatives
with building reuse in the UK, leading to results being published in two of his
upcoming books, August 2015.

English National Ballet

Support for a visit to the UK by Misato Tomita to Guest Conduct with English
National Ballet Philharmonic for their autumn 2015 season, leading to further
collaborations between the ENB and the National Ballet of Japan, September
to December 2015.

£3,000

FACT (Foundation for
Art and Creative
Technology)

Contribution to travel and exhibition costs associated with the first UK survey
and major exhibition of Japanese new media artist Ryoichi Kurokawa at FACT
in Liverpool, which is expected to attract 75,000 visitors, 10 March to 19 June
2016.

£3,000

FellSwoop Theatre

Subsistence for FellSwoop during their performances of the first international
adaptation of contemporary playwright, Toshiki Okada's 'Current Location',
which focuses on climate change, Bristol and the Edinburgh Fringe Festival,
summer 2015.

£4,000

Hall-Spencer, Professor
Jason (University of
Plymouth)

A visit to Shimoda Marine Station to provide expert advice and collaborate on
pioneering studies of ocean acidification and carbon dioxide seeps recently
discovered off Shikine Island, using techniques developed at European
volcanic vents, June 2015.

£2,000

Heriot Watt University,
School of Engineering
and Physical Sciences

A three-week visit to Tokyo by academics from Heriot-Watt University
collaborating with colleagues at National Institution of Information and
Communications Technology in developing an information-theoretically
secure quantum digital signature, resulting in further links and student
exchanges, June 2015 onwards.

£3,000

Izaku Taiko Odori (Iriki
Taiko Dance
Preservation Society)

Izaku Taiko Odori's first visit from Kagoshima in order to perform at Japan
Matsuri (Trafalgar Square) and other venues in London, Norwich and Oxford,
raising awareness of the 150th anniversary of the Satsuma Students' arrival in
the UK, September 2015.

£5,000

John Port School

Support for a visit to Toyota City in October 2015 by 30 pupils from schools in
Derbyshire, reciprocating a visit from the Japanese students in September, in
order to maintain the long-standing link and inspire the study of Japanese at
GCSE level & beyond

£2,000

King's College London,
Institute of Psychiatry

Reciprocal UK-Japan visits by academics from King's College London & NII to
initiate a scientific collaboration on the development of new methods to
analyse the spatio-temporal patterns of brain activity, leading to publications,
July and November 2015.

£3,000

Kobe University, Promis,
Graduate School of
Intercultural Studies

Visits by Cambridge academics to take part in a seminar series at Kobe on
migration, multiculturalism and welfare touching on the UK experience and the
Japanese experience of migration to South America and the Korean
communities in Japan, autumn 2015.

£2,000

10738/11478

Alternative Photography
Scotland

10824/11564

Amino

10799/11539

10859/11599

895/11600

5556/11588

9833/11580

10777/11517

8207/11543

10911/11651

10733/11473

5904/11582

10898/11638

£3,000

Mu: Arts Ltd

Support for travel by Noh performers participating in a two-day Noh Music
Festival at King's Place, showcasing classical & contemporary pieces & new
work by UK composers with associated panel discussions, talks, workshops
and remix works, May 2016.

£4,000

Nasuno, Ms Ayako

Contribution to travel from Japan and costs associated with two exhibitions &
presentations at Durham University on Lafcadio Hearn and his role as a
Japanologist & English literature scholar, with future exhibitions and talks in
Japan, August 2015 onwards.

£3,000

NEoN (North East of
North)

Support for a visit to Dundee by Ei Wada to stage a first UK solo exhibition
which will form the main focus of NEoN's 2015 digital arts festival, exhibiting
three new video installation works and participating in artist talks, November
2015.

£2,000

10899/11639

Sin Titulo

A visit to Japan by Phakama, a youth arts organisation, to conduct workshops
together with the Japanese arts organisation, Sin Titulo for students at Asahi
University and also at a migrants' youth support class, leading to further
collaboration, October 2015.

£3,000

10852/11592

Stonard, Dr John-Paul

A research visit to Japan by Dr Stonard who is completing a chapter on
Japanese art as part of his book 'A New Story of Art', an updated version of E
H Gombrich's classic, 'A Story of Art', which will be published in 2017 by
Thames & Hudson, July 2015.

£3,000

10903/11643

Toyo Hair Designer's
College

Subsistence for 17 Beauty course students from TOYO Hair Designer's
College who will visit the UK for four days to organise a hair show with Hair &
Beauty students from Sheffield College, leading to this becoming an annual
event, November/December 2015.

£4,000

Tusk Music

Support for first-time visits to the UK by Japanese music artists Sax Ruins, a
high intensity saxophone/drums duo, and the solo guitarist and vocalist,
Soldier Garage to perform at TUSK Festival in Newcastle and at Café Oto in
London, October 2015.

£3,000

University College
London, Department of
Engineering

Support for reciprocal travel enabling new complementary research between
academics at University College London and Tokyo Institute of Technology to
advance Li-ion battery (LIB) technology & forge an ongoing collaboration to
tackle scientific challenges in energy materials, summer/ autumn 2015.

£3,000

University College
London, Institute of
Education

Visits by academics from University College London and Seitoku University
collaborating on a cross-country, comparative study of children's day-care
services in Japan and England, to improve the quality of care and education
for young children, March 2016 onwards.

£4,000

University of
Bedfordshire¸
Department of Life
Sciences

A two-week visit by Dr Ahmed to Kagawa Prefectural University of Health
Sciences to initiate collaborative research into understanding the Parkinson
Disease mechanism and investigate potential therapies, September 2015.

£2,000

University of Sheffield,
Department of Animal
and Plant Sciences (Dr
Gareth Fraser)

Visits to Misaki Marine Biological Station by academics from Sheffield
undertaking collaborative research with Japanese colleagues on the
developmental and stem cell basis of continuous tooth replacement in
Japanese pufferfish, June to August 2015.

£3,000

Yamamoto, Ms Makiko

Contribution to exchange visits between primary schools in Mito and
Penzance, creating a play based on the friendship between two giants and to
be performed at venues in Mito and Penzance in 2016.

£3,000

83/11609

10894/11634

10737/11477

9581/11460

10820/11560

10728/11468

10760/11500

10882/11622

9863/11630

